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Financial Resilience and Financial Reliability for
Systemic Risk Assessment of Electricity Markets

With High-Penetration Renewables
Qiwei Zhang , Student Member, IEEE, and Fangxing Li , Fellow, IEEE

Abstract—Over the past 20 years, the rapid integration of renew-
able energy has resulted in electricity markets that are increasingly
complex, interconnected, and uncertain. Similar to the banking
system’s financial crisis in 2008 due to chained reactions, severe
financial losses due to uncertainty at a large renewable farm could
induce significant financial losses at other market participants. The
spread of such financial shocks can be worsened by centralized
market clearing, and systemic risks consequently germinate in
electricity market operations. Therefore, our previous work has
compared systemic risk with systematic risk in the electricity market
with uncertainties. However, the scope of our previous work has
been limited to risk indices. This paper aims to broaden the study
by proposing the theoretical foundation of systemic risk analysis in
electricity markets with uncertainties. First, an electricity market
financial network is defined to describe the cash inflow/outflow of
all participants, and the financial contagion is employed to model
the interlinks between different entities. Then, two financial prop-
erties, financial resilience and financial reliability, are proposed to
evaluate the systemic risk in market settlements with uncertainties.
Finally, the proposed theoretical foundation of systemic risk is
demonstrated on the Texas synthetic 2000-bus system with 70%
renewable penetration.

Index Terms—Systemic risk, financial network, financial
contagion, financial resilience, financial reliability, locational
marginal price (LMP).

I. INTRODUCTION

A. Motivation

S INCE deregulation began in the 1990s, the electricity mar-
ket (or power market) has experienced several significant

reforms. The two-settlement clearing process has been widely
adopted in electricity markets, and the locational marginal price
(LMP) algorithm has been adopted to clear the market at the
marginal cost of electricity at different locations [1]. Addi-
tionally, extensive financial products, such as virtual trading,
have been integrated for risk hedging [3]. Various financial
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transactions in the electricity market thus support an economical
and reliable grid operation.

However, the role of such heavily interconnected financial
transactions in electricity markets can be controversial. Al-
though the LMP algorithm and emerging financial products
are expected to facilitate risk sharing and increase efficiency,
the financial interdependence of electricity markets is becoming
increasingly complicated such that the failure of particular par-
ticipants to meet obligations may have significant consequences
on overall market settlements. This receives increasing attention
regarding financial risks due to the fast-growing renewable
penetration which poses significant uncertainty into the market
operation. In comparable financial systems like the banking sys-
tem, the failure of Lehman Brothers at the beginning of the 2008
financial crisis immediately triggered a significant disruption in
the banking system through chained reactions [4]. The severe
profit loss of particular renewable owners due to forecasting
errors may also diminish the profitability of other participants
through the financial interdependency in the electricity market.

Therefore, without identification and analysis of the financial
interconnections in the two-settlement electricity market, boom-
ing renewable penetrations could set the stage for potential sys-
temic risk in the future. Previous renewable risk analysis in elec-
tricity market operation only focuses on managing systematic
risk, i.e., the risk of a single participant or an operation. The risk
interconnection, or systemic risk, has not been researched. In our
previous work [1], the concept of systemic risk in electricity mar-
kets is proposed, and two risk indices of CoVaR and ΔCoVaR
are constructed based on statistical properties. However, ref.
[1], focuses on formulating risk connection indices, and there
is a lack of foundational theory to analyze the root cause of the
systemic risk. In this work, we are motivated to analyze systemic
risk with a broader scope for the market-clearing process and
complete the financial properties and regulations of systemic
risk in the two-settlement electricity market.

For a better illustration of systemic risk, new comparisons
of systematic risk vs. systemic risk, as well as an analogy of
them in power systems are proposed and shown in Table I. More
discussion of systematic risk versus systemic risk can be found
in our previous work [1].

B. Literature Review

The U.S. has been shifting from traditional fossil fuel gen-
erators to renewable energy sources and aiming to achieve
80% renewable penetration by 2050 [5]. Increasing renewable
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TABLE I
ANALOGY OF SYSTEMATIC RISK AND SYSTEMIC RISK

penetration alters power grid operations significantly. Exten-
sive research works have been conducted to facilitate reliable
grid operation with high-penetration renewables. In [6], energy
storage systems are deployed to support a stable renewable
generation. In [7] and [8], demand response and energy stor-
age are strategically deployed to address the intermittency of
renewable generations. Further, managing the risk of renewable
intermittency in market operations has become one of the most
important concepts. In [9], a risk-averse joint offer strategy is
proposed for aggregated wind producers participating in day-
ahead market operations. In [10], a risk-cognizant economic
dispatch model is proposed for market-clearing under high wind
penetrations. In [11], a joint energy and reserve market model
is proposed to reduce the risk of wind generation uncertain-
ties by demand response. In [12], a risk-limiting dispatch is
developed for market operations under high renewable pene-
trations. In [13], a bidding strategy for a concentrating solar
power plant is proposed to deal with the risk of uncertain solar
irradiations.

However, all the previous risk analysis views risk as an
independent entity from either the operators’ perspective or the
participants’ perspective. The risk connection, i.e., the systemic
risk, in the electricity market with uncertainties is not well
understood and researched. The concept of systemic risk in the
electricity market is first proposed in our previous work [1]. This
paper further develops the fundamental theory for the systemic
risk in electricity markets under high renewable penetration
for future root-cause analysis. The detailed contributions are
presented in the next subsection.

C. Contributions
� This paper constructs a financial network for two-

settlement electricity market operations, which allows
decision makers to look beyond the financial interaction
between adjacent or local nodes (financial wise, not
physical) enabling further systemic risk analysis in the
electricity market. Every market participant is considered
as a node, and each financial transaction between two
nodes is modeled with a weighted, directed link. The cash

inflows and cash outflows describe the profitability of each
market participant.

� This paper identifies a phenomenon of financial contagions
in electricity market financial networks, which can impair
the fairness of the market settlements. The increasing un-
certainty due to the high penetration of renewables may
exacerbate the financial contagions and lead to consider-
able systemic risk.

� This paper develops two financial properties, financial re-
silience and financial reliability, to evaluate the market set-
tlements under high penetration of renewables, in terms of
systemic risk. Although systemic risk has been investigated
in the financial area, the electricity market systemic risk is
not well-researched. The proposed concepts and properties
of financial contagions, financial resilience, and financial
reliability construct a theoretical foundation for electricity
market systemic risk analysis such that further research
works can be performed.

D. Paper Organization

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II,
the electricity market financial network is proposed. Then, the
concepts of financial contagions and systemic risk in an elec-
tricity market financial network are defined and analyzed. In
Section III, the concepts of financial resilience and financial
reliability in electricity market financial networks are proposed.
Section IV demonstrates the proposed theoretical foundation of
electricity market systemic risk on the Texas synthetic 2000-bus
system under high renewable penetrations. Finally, conclusions
and future works are discussed in Section V.

II. CONCEPTS OF FINANCIAL NETWORKS AND FINANCIAL

CONTAGIONS IN ELECTRICITY MARKETS

As discussed in Section I, the concept of systemic risk, which
differs from systematic risk, has gained its popularity following
the 2008 financial crisis, which occurred as a chain reaction of
financial collapse stemming from the bankruptcy of Lehman
Brothers. Unlike in the banking system, participants in the
intra-day electricity market are mainly connected through the
two-settlement clearing process which is supported by LMP
calculations. Further, with emerging financial tools and ma-
ture market deregulations, the financial dependence between
participants has become stronger. The growing penetration of
renewables brings constant profitability variations and could
germinate electricity market systemic risk which describes the
risk interconnection or chained reaction among different entities
in daily electricity market operations. In this section, first, the
financial network in the electricity market is proposed. Then, the
financial contagions in the electricity market financial network
are defined and analyzed.

In summary, the proposed concepts extend and redefine the
generic concept of systemic risk in finance to deal with elec-
tricity market operations. These new concepts in this and the
next sections will serve as a theoretical foundation for future
electricity market systemic risk analysis.
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Fig. 1. Monetary flows in a simplified two-settlement market.

A. Electricity Market Financial Networks

A typical intra-day electricity market in the U.S implements
a two-settlement process, where a day-ahead clearing settles
the base generation, and a real-time clearing corrects the real-
time deviation [14]. The detailed day-ahead and real-time market
models can be found in [15].

Similar to a physical transmission network consisting of
lines, capacitors, and transformers, financial transactions like
biding/offering strategies and bilateral contracts construct a
financial network in daily electricity market operations. In par-
ticular, every market participant is considered as a node, and
the financial settlement between each node is considered as a
weighted, directed link, which represents the monetary flow
from a buyer to a seller. Note, electricity market transactions
are settled at different time periods. Some payments are set-
tled in days, and some payments are in months or years. The
construction of the proposed financial network depends on the
decision maker’s preference. A typical monetary flow in a sim-
plified two-settlement market, wherein electricity is viewed as
a commodity, is shown in Fig. 1.

Three time periods t�{01,2} are defined to represent pre-
market preparations, day-ahead market-clearing, and real-time
market-clearing. Let x(t)

ij denote the monetary circulation from
market participant i to j at time t, and let c(t)

ij denote the pay-
ments outside the electricity market, which depends on external
negotiations. GENCO, ISO, and LSE are indicated as g, i, and
l. By this definition, GENCO’s net cash flow NGen is shown in
(1).

NGen = −c(0)g + c
(0)
lg + x

(1)
ig + x

(2)
ig + x

(2)
gi (1)

If the day-ahead bidding is higher than the real-time genera-
tion, a real-time procurement x(2)

gi is enforced. If the day-ahead
bidding is lower than the real-time generation, the excessive
generation can also be used in real-time for regulation services.
For a load serving entity (LSE), the net cash flow is shown in
(2).

NLSE = −c
(0)
d − c

(0)
lg + x

(1)
il + x

(2)
il − x

(2)
li (2)

From the scheme of the market-clearing process, all the cash
flows at time 0 are independent, while the cash inflows/outflows
of all participants at time 1 and time 2 are correlated by the
LMP algorithm. The day-ahead market clears the base units and
solidifies the profitability of market participants regardless of
real-time variations. Therefore, the cash flows at time 1 are fixed
before the delivery of commodities (electricity). At time 2, the
cash flows are impacted by the uncertainties because the real-
time market clears the deviations. Through the LMP algorithm,
the net cash flows of all market participants are interconnected,

which implies that some buses may not be connected physically,
but there could exist financial links that interlink the participants
located at those buses.

With a growing number of financial tools being used in
electricity markets, such as virtual bidding, monetary circulation
becomes much more complex and interconnected. Therefore,
an imminent concern is that the uncertainty of renewables may
impose an extensive financial shock, which may undermine the
cash flow of all participants throughout the financial network.
Therefore, understanding and managing systemic risk is an
urgent task for further renewable integrations, especially in high
penetration.

B. Electricity Market Financial Contagions

As shown in Section A, in the electricity market financial
network, all participants are financially connected through the
market-clearing process. Therefore, the net cash flow of each
participant is interlinked with that of other participants. This
interdependence implies that events that happen to particular
participants can impact the profitability of others. In this pa-
per, the event refers to real-time deviations, which lead to the
payments for regulation services, but it could represent any
financial shocks in an electricity market in general. For instance,
malicious capacity withholding may lead to a wide-spread price
spike and financial losses.

1) Definition of Financial Contagions in Electricity Mar-
ket: Financial contagions typically refer to interlinks between
payments of banks in a financial system [16] [17]. However,
the financial system is characterized by voluntary monetary
exchange, which emphasizes loan negotiations and the pursuit
of future financial returns. The physical property of electric
power intrinsically differs electricity market from conventional
financial systems. Therefore, the concept of electricity market
financial contagions is proposed with the following definition.

Electricity market financial contagions: the phenomenon
that the financial losses of an electricity market participant,
which is caused by a disturbance or uncertainty, may lead to
financial losses of another market entity (e.g., a market player
or the whole system) because of risk interconnections among
different entities.

2) Illustration of Financial Contagions in Electricity Mar-
kets: An illustrative example with a modified PJM 5-bus system
is shown in Fig. 2.

Three uncertainty events (A, B, and C) are modeled in Table II.
In each event, only one participant deviates from the day-ahead
forecast, and thus the regulation cost induced by such deviation
is covered by the participant. However, when events A, B, and
C happen together, the expensive fast-start (FS) unit must be
dispatched. The LMP algorithm makes all participants pay at
the marginal cost of the FS unit, as in the 4th table in Table II.
Renewable farms Alta, PC, and Bri may argue that they should
pay their own portions on the regulation services, as in the 3rd

table in Table II because the cheap reserve is sufficient in each
of the events (A, B, or C).

The total uncertainty impact from different participants may
generate more impact from the simple sum of individual un-
certainties. This phenomenon indicates that the LMP algorithm
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TABLE II
FINANCIAL CONTAGIONS OF THE PJM 5-BUS SYSTEM

Fig. 2. PJM-5 bus system with 70% renewable penetration.

makes all participants pay the marginal cost of the most expen-
sive dispatched unit, even though some of them may not be the
major reason for dispatching the expensive unit.

3) Explanations From Electricity Market Operational Per-
spective: From the electricity market operational perspective,
the cheap reserve is not sufficient to cover all the deviations, and
the expensive FS unit is likely dispatched.

Li = MCFS ×Devi (3)

Note, the reserves are modeled only for the balancing power
in the real-time market for simplicity to illustrate the concept.
Therefore, the marginal cost of the FS unit MCFS sets the LMP,
and participants pay the regulation service Li according to the
deviation Devi, as in (3). However, the cheap reserve is sufficient
when each of the three uncertainty events happens individually,
and the payment to regulation service is settled by the marginal
cost of the cheap unit, as in (4), which leads to a debate on who
is responsible for the dispatch of the FS unit? Also, how can we
fairly divide the responsibility among three units?

Li = MCCheap ×Devi (4)

As shown in the upper figure of Fig. 3, the uncertainty at
each participant impacts the calculation of LMP, which in turn
impacts the profitability of each participant.

4) Explanations From Financial Contagions’ Perspective:
This paper explains this phenomenon from a financial contagion
perspective. The profit loss of each participant affects the profit
losses of other participants through the financial networks, as in
(5). Li

self represents the profit loss when unit i is the only unit with
deviations, which is considered as the individual responsibility.
As shown in Table II, the joint impact of multiple uncertainties
may worsen the total profit loss of market participants than the
simple sum of the impacts from individual deviations. The loss

Fig. 3. Operational perspective and financial perspective of the phenomenon
of financial contagions.

impact from other participants’ uncertainties Limpact
i,j demon-

strates financial contagions in electricity market operations.
Thus, the profit loss is divided into two parts: an individual
responsibility term Lself, and a financial contagion term Limpact.

Li = Lself
i +

∑
j

Limpact
i,j (5)

Limpact
i,j = ϕi,jL

self
i (6)

Li = Lself
i +

∑
j

ϕj,iL
self

j (7)

ϕj,i = f

(
ΔCoV aRq

∑

i�=j

Li|Lj
)

(8)
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ΔCoV aRq

∑

i�=j

Li|Lj

= CoV aRq

∑

i�=j

Li|Lj=V aRq

− CoV aRq

∑

i�=j

Li|Lj=Median

(9)

The Limpact
i,j can be further decomposed as in (6), where ϕi,j

represents the financial contagion shift factor (FCSF) . Similar
to power transfer distribution factors, FCSF indicates the distri-
butions of cash flow losses with respect to the financial losses at
another entity in the market, so it is a unitless quantity showing
the per-unit severity of financial contagion. Thus, (5) can be
reformulated as (7) based on (6).

The benefit of analyzing events in the electricity market from
a financial contagion’s perspective is to provide a quantitative
calculation of the financial impact on the market-clearing pro-
cess. As shown in the lower figure of Fig. 3, the impact of
individual participant’s uncertainty on the profitability of other
participants can be quantitatively measured through the shift
factors of financial contagions.

The FCSF can be approximated through conditional regres-
sions on the historical financial contagions between participants.
The prevailing systemic indices, such as the marginal CoVaR
(i.e., ΔCoVaR) in our previous work [1], can be applied to
indicate the magnitude of shift factors. For example, to illustrate
the magnitude of the shift factor of a particular participant
on the rest of the participants, the marginal CoVaR can be
obtained with (9), which represents the incremental profit loss of
others when the profit loss of the particular participant increases
from median value to VaR value. The value of the shift factor
could be a function of marginal CoVaR, as shown in (8). A
larger marginal CoVaR may correspond to larger shift factors.
Detailed calculation and analytical model of the shift factor can
be significant future works, while this paper mainly focuses on
providing the concept and theoretical foundation of financial
contagion for systemic risk analysis in the electricity market.

If the prosumer can fulfill 100% of their responsibility in
real-time as they bid in the day-ahead market, they are immune
from financial contagions because the event in this paper is
considered as real-time deviations. Note, this is not necessarily
true for other types of events. Certainly, in practice, forecasts
are generally imperfect with small variations, which means most
participants must deal with financial contagions to some degree.
Therefore, when the financial contagions are small (Lself

i�
�Limpact

i,j), the market settlement is reliable. However, when the
financial contagions significantly increase (Lself

i≤�Limpact
i,j),

the systemic risk in market operation emerges.

C. Illustration of Financial Contagion Shift Factor

Severe financial contagions could lead to systemic risk of
significant financial losses. Considering another event D in the
previous 5-bus system, when LSE 1 has a 5% real-time deviation,
and RES owner Bri has 20% real-time deviations, LSE 1 and Bri
pay $975 and $7345 for regulations, respectively. As shown in
Table III, the financial contagion of Bri is 0.

However, the individual responsibility for LSE 1 is $450, and
it suffers a $525 financial contagion from Bri. In this case, Bri is
the main reason of dispatching the FS unit, but instead of letting

TABLE III
FINANCIAL CONTAGIONS LEAD TO SYSTEMIC RISK

Bri take the responsibility, the LSE 1 pays a lot more than its
individual responsibility. In this event, participants who behave
well suffer a loss due to the participants who behave poorly. If
most of the well-behaved participants suffer significant financial
contagions from few participants with very poor behavior (High
value of FCSF), the systemic risk emerges. In this simple case,
the FCSF can be directly calculated through linear equations, as
in (10).

ϕLSE1−Bri =
(LLSE1 − Lself

LSE1)

LBri
(10)

The systemic risk in electricity market operations under re-
newable penetration describes the uncertainty of individuals
leading to high profit losses of others, which, in the end, di-
minishes the fairness of the financial settlements. With high
penetration of renewables and a more complicated system, the
systemic risk becomes much more significant (see the case study
in Section IV).

It should be noted that existing financial instruments like
financial transmission rights (FTRs) can mitigate the risk of
a high-cost scenario. However, they do not illustrate the risk
connections and severity of the risk in a given system, while
financial resilience and financial reliability based on contagion
give a proper signal about how severe the financial risk can be.
Thus, financial resilience and reliability can provide guidelines
for market participants to properly evaluate their risk level for a
single extreme event or the average case.

III. CONCEPTS OF FINANCIAL RESILIENCE AND FINANCIAL

RELIABILITY OF ELECTRICITY MARKETS

In this section, two financial properties consid-
ering uncertainties, financial resilience (FRES) and
financial reliability (FREL), are defined and discussed. With
the proposed two financial properties, the financial contagions
and systemic risk spread in two-settlement electricity market
operations are analyzed. Then, simple and illustrative examples
in the modified PJM 5-bus system are presented.

In power systems, resilience refers to the ability of the grid
dealing with low probability but high impact events (e.g., hur-
ricane). Reliability refers to the ability of the grid restoring
to normal operation for any disruptions on average. With a
similar analogy, financial resilience and financial reliability are
proposed for electricity market financial health assessments for
extreme events and average events, respectively.

A. Electricity Market Financial Resilience

1) Definition of Electricity Market Financial Resilience:
Similar to power grid resilience which characterizes the ability
of the physical grid responding to extreme events such as natural
disasters, the proposed electricity market financial resilience
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Fig. 4. Concept of financial resilience for electricity market.

emphasizes the ability of electricity market financial network
responding to extreme financial shocks. The definition of finan-
cial resilience is given as follows:

Electricity market financial resilience: The ability of the
electricity market dealing with the low probability but high
impact events (e.g., large capacity-withholding).

This paper focuses on electricity market systemic risk, where
financial health is mainly evaluated by financial contagions.
Therefore, financial resilience signals the extent of financial
contagions under an extreme event. Particularly, a loss or huge
forecast error of several large renewables could induce a catas-
trophic financial shock in the market-clearing process. As shown
in Fig. 4, if there is an extreme event leading to financial shocks
at some participants, then the financial interlinks will spread
financial contagions in the market settlements, which impact
the profitability of other participants. The financial resilience
will indicate the severity of the financial contagions due to the
extreme event.

2) Evaluation of Electricity Market Financial Resilience:
Based on the above definitions and clarifications, a general finan-
cial resilience (FRES) index υres is formulated as in (11), which
measures the proposed financial resilience in electricity market
settlements. It represents the sum of profit loss L of all market
participants under the extreme event versus the sum of individual
responsibilities Lself of all market participants. Therefore, under
an extreme event, the higher financial contagions, the larger the
index υres is. Similar to (5), the sum of L can be divided into the
sum of Lself and the sum of financial contagions Limpact, as shown

in (12). Thus, (11) can be reformulated as (13) where the second
term indicates the percentage of financial contagions over the
sum of Lself. Further, (13) can be reformulated as (14) with a
new variable ρj which represents the share of Li

self in �Lj
self.

Thus, aligned with the financial resilience definition, the FRES
index νres evaluate the resilience of electricity market financial
network structure because ϕj,i represent the financial interlinks,
and ρj indicates the magnitude of individual responsibility under
the extreme event.

νres =

∑
i

Li∑
i

Lself
i
|Extreme (11)

∑
i

Li|Extreme =
∑
i

Lself
i +

∑
i

∑
j

Lself
jϕj,i|Extreme

(12)

νres = 1 +

∑
i

∑
j

Lself
jϕj,i|Extreme

∑
i

Lself
i|Extreme

(13)

νres = 1 +
∑
i

∑
j

ϕj,i

ρi
|Extreme (14)

B. Electricity Market Financial Reliability

1) Definition of Electricity Market Financial Reliability:
Similar to power grid reliability which refers to the ability
of the system to deliver expected services, such as the total
interruptions in a year, the proposed electricity market financial
reliability emphasizes the financial health of electricity market
on average over a period of time. The definition of financial
reliability is given as follows:

Electricity market financial reliability: The ability of the
electricity market responding to the average disturbances over a
period of time (e.g., daily renewable variations).

From the systemic risk perspective, financial health is
mainly determined by financial contagions. The financial
reliability of the electricity market network will indicate
the average financial contagions in market settlements from
a probabilistic perspective. For each operation day, events or
disturbances may happen, including extreme events and normal
events, and most of the events are not severe which may only con-
tain small financial contagions. If compared with the financial
resilience which emphasizes an individual extreme event and
leads to extensive financial contagions, the proposed financial
reliability focuses on the variations of financial contagions over
a period of time with a probabilistic model, as shown in Fig. 5.

From the financial reliability perspective, it is worth noting
that, for some participants who suffer a large value of financial
contagions Limpact all the time, the total value of profit loss L
of the participant tends to be sensitive to others’ deviations and
insensitive to their own deviations. For some participants who
generally suffer a small value of financial contagions Limpact, the
profit loss mainly depends on their own deviations.

2) Evaluation of Electricity Market Financial Reliability:

νrel =

∑
i

Li∑
i

Lself
i
|Expectation (15)
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Fig. 5. Concept of financial reliability for electricity market.

∑
i

Lself
i|Expection =

∑
i

∫
Lself

idF (16)

∑
i

Li|Expection =
∑
i

∫
LidF (17)

∑
i

Li|Expection

=
∑
i

∫
Lself
i dF +

∑
i

∑
j

∫
Lself

jϕj,idF (18)

Based on the above definitions and clarifications, a general
financial reliability (FREL) index νrel is formulated in (15),
which represents the sum of expected profit loss L of all market
participants versus the sum of expected individual responsibility
Lself of all market participants. The reliability index aims to
measure the expected financial contagions in the settlement over
a period of time. With enough historical samples, a probability
distribution F can be approximated for all the events. This paper
focus on the event of real-time deviation which is generally not
constant and follows a probabilistic distribution, and excessive
renewable generations (i.e., positive deviations) are considered
with a 0 financial contagion. Equations (16) and (17) describe
the calculation of the expected value of L and Lself over the
distribution F. Further, similar to (5), the expected value of L
can be decomposed to the expected Lself and expected Limpact,
as in (18). Then, (15) can be reformulated as (19), where the
second term indicates the percentage of the expected financial
contagions over the sum of expected individual responsibility
Lself. Similar to (14), the relationship between the FREL index

TABLE IV
FINANCIAL CONTAGIONS UNDER THE EXTREME EVENT

νrel and contagions shift factor is formed in (20). Thus, aligned
with the financial reliability definition, the index νrel evaluate
the expected financial contagions in the financial network. If we
compare the reliability index νrel in (20) with the resilience index
νres in (14), νres measures the financial contagions of a specific
extreme event, while νrel evaluates financial contagions over a
probability distribution which contains both normal events and
extreme events.

νrel = 1 +

∑
i

∑
j

∫
Lself

jϕj,idF

∑
i

∫
Lself
i dF

(19)

νrel = 1 +
∑
i

∑
j

∫
ϕj,i

ρi
dF (20)

C. Illustration of FRES and FREL in the PJM 5-bus System

To further clarify the above two financial properties, they
are exemplified via the previous modified PJM-5 bus system.
Without loss of generality, we assume that the market operator
decides the risk tolerance of resilience and reliability in this
system are 200% and 150% based on past experiences. The toler-
ance thresholds can be adjusted by decision makers in real-world
practice based on operators’ experience. This is aligned with
the power system (physical) resilience or reliability criterion in
utility practices.

1) Financial Resilience Example: An extreme event is con-
sidered in which 15% forecast errors occur at all three renewable
farms (Alta, PC, and Bri), while other participants have normal
variations which are assumed to be 5% deviations. Then, the
value of profit loss L, individual responsibility Lself, and financial
contagions Limpact are obtained, as shown in Table IV.

Then, the resilience index can be calculated with Eq. (7),
which gives vres = 216.67% ( = 10806.3/4987.5). Thus, in this
extreme event, the sum of profit loss L is 216.67% of the sum of
the individual responsibility. In other words, the sum of financial
contagions is 116.67% over the sum of individual responsibil-
ity. If compared with the pre-defined resilience threshold of
200%, the market settlement is not financially resilient because
216.67% > 200%. It should be noted that the marginal costs of
the reserves directly impact the severity of the financial conta-
gions. If all the reserves in the system have the same price (even
if it is high), then financial contagions disappear. In this case
that there is only one cheap reserve and one expensive reserve,
and the cheap reserve can cover all deviations individually but
cannot cover the sum of all deviations, the FRES index is simply
equal to the marginal cost of the expensive reserve divided by
the marginal cost of the cheap reserve.
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Fig. 6. Deviation distribution for renewables and LSEs.

TABLE V
EXPECTED FINANCIAL CONTAGIONS

2) Financial Reliability Example: The real-time deviation
distributions for load and renewables are constructed based on
[20] to simulate the continuous happening events. The LSE 1∼3
and the three renewable resources in the previous 5-bus system
are assumed to follow the normal distribution, as shown in Fig. 6.

Thus, the expected value of profit loss L, individual respon-
sibility Lself, and financial contagions Limpact are obtained for all
market participants, respectively, as shown in Table V.

The FREL index, vrel, is obtained as 144.22% (=
4917.27/3404.86), which means that the sum of the expected
profit loss L is 144.22% of the sum of the expected individual
responsibility Lself. The expected financial contagion Limpact is
44.22% of the sum of the expected Lself. If compared with the
pre-determined threshold of 150%, the market settlement is
financially reliable (144.22%<150%). It is worth noting that,
for this system, the financial contagions are generally from the
renewable Bri and PC to the rest of participants because other
participants suffer more from financial contagions, while the
Limpact for Bri and PC is relatively small, in terms of percentage.

IV. CASE STUDY IN TEXAS SYNTHETIC 2000-BUS SYSTEM

The previous small test system (PJM 5-bus system) is pre-
sented in Section II and Section III to help clarify the pro-
posed concepts of financial contagion, financial resilience, and
financial reliability in electricity markets with uncertainties. In
this section, a Texas synthetic 2000-bus system is considered
to demonstrate the proposed theoretical foundation under high
renewable penetration for a large system. The system parameters
can be found in [18] and [19], and the renewable penetration is
increased to 70%. The cost data of generators are modified to
different levels. Further, the market operator decides the risk
tolerance of resilience and reliability in this system are assumed
to be 250% based on past experience of the decision makers.

Fig. 7. LMP incremental due to low-quality renewables.

Fig. 8. Financial contagions due to the low-quality renewables.

A. Severity and Spread of Systemic Risk Under High
Renewable Penetration

To demonstrate the spread of systemic risk, an extreme event is
considered such that 5 low-quality renewable farms have sudden
extra forecast errors, while all other high-quality participants
behave normally, which means 2% and 3% deviations for LSEs
and renewables, respectively. Fig. 5 shows that the LMPs at buses
of high-quality participants are inevitably increased due to the
deviation at those 5 low-quality renewable farms. Further, with
more severe deviations at the 5 low-quality renewable farms
as shown in the “Error (%)” axis of Fig. 7, the high-quality
participants suffer more from financial contagions.

In particular, at bus 1344, LMP jumps from $19 to $516.
However, the renewables and loads at bus 1344 behave normally
at 2% and 3% deviations. Instead of letting the renewable farms
of low-quality be responsible for dispatching the expensive fast-
start unit, the market-clearing process makes all participants pay
at the marginal cost of the expensive fast-start unit. As such,
the low-quality renewables spread financial contagions to the
normal participants.

The extent of financial contagions is shown in Fig. 8. If
compared to the financial contagions in standard case, the 5 low-
quality renewable farms can lead up to 239.17% and 319.73%
financial contagions for normal LSEs and normal renewables.
The financial contagions could be more severe for particular
participants, such as participants at bus 1344. Therefore, the
phenomenon of financial contagions could be significant under
extreme events.
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Fig. 9. Financial contagions under different renewable penetration levels.

Further, a higher renewable penetration level brings higher
uncertainties, which impact the value of LMPs and the financial
contagions. Fig. 9 shows the overall financial contagions under
different renewable penetration levels from 70% to 90%. The
value of individual responsibility (Lself) increases from $56482
to $210501, as shown in the first figure in Fig. 9. Higher
uncertainties of each participant lead to more reserve cost for
themselves, which escalates the value of Lself. The value of
financial contagion (Limpact) also increases from $159632 to
$583410, as shown in the second figure in Fig. 9. The value of
financial contagion increases accordingly with the increase of
renewable penetrations because higher uncertainties from some
participants drive up the reserve price leading to higher reserve
costs for other participants. However, a higher value of Limpact

does not necessarily mean a higher systemic risk. The systemic
risk emerges when well-behaved participants suffer significantly
from poorly-behaved participants, as discussed in Section II.B.
As shown in the third figure in Fig. 9, the ratio of Limpact over Lself

increases initially and then decreases, which means the average
value of FCSF does not necessarily increase with renewable
penetration levels. The severity of systemic risk always depends
on the relationship between Limpact and Lself. The next subsection
will further indicate the extent of systemic risk by constructing
and calculating the FRES and FREL indices.

B. Financial Resilience and Financial Reliability of the
Synthetic Texas System

To provide a realistic setting, the real-time deviation distribu-
tion for renewables and loads in the ERCOT system is modeled
based on [20]. The distributions have been provided in Fig. 6.
Further, to account for the difference for various renewable sites,
a small random bias (0%–3%) is also added as noise which
follows a uniform distribution. Then, three thousand samples
are generated based on the above distributions to represent the
continuously happening events over a period of time.

To assess the financial resilience, an extreme event is consid-
ered in which 30% renewables reach their 95% VaR value of the
deviations, while the rest of the renewables are assumed within

Fig. 10. Value of the FRES and FREL indices.

3% deviations, and LSEs are assumed to have 2% deviations.
The FRES index is obtained as 409.37%, shown by the left bar
in Fig. 10. The profit loss of all participants due to the financial
contagions Limpact is 409.37% with respect to the individual
responsibility Lself. Thus, under this extreme case, market partic-
ipants suffer 309.37% financial contagions. If compared with the
pre-determined threshold based on decision maker’s operational
experience (i.e., 250%), the market settlement is not financially
resilient.

Similarly, to assess the financial reliability, the expected profit
loss of all participants over the three thousand samples is ob-
tained, and the FREL index is calculated as 294.89%, shown
by the right bar in Fig. 10. This means that market participants
are expected to suffer 194.89% financial contagions. If com-
pared with the pre-determined financial reliability threshold (i.e.,
250%), the market settlement is not financially reliable because
294.89% > 250%. It should be noted that the severity of the
systemic risk is closely related to the difference in the marginal
cost of the reserves. With the development of cheaper reserves,
the systemic risk could be reduced gradually.

V. CONCLUSION

In summary, this paper has established a theoretical founda-
tion for electricity market systemic risk analysis, which can serve
as the cornerstone for further systemic risk studies, especially
under future high penetration renewables as demonstrated by
the 70% renewable case study. First, a financial network is
proposed for monetary circulation analysis in market operations
under high-penetration renewables. Second, the phenomenon
of financial contagions is identified, defined, and analyzed in
detail; and the FCSF is presented to illustrate the severity of sys-
temic risk. Third, two financial properties, financial resilience,
and financial reliability, for electricity market systemic risk
analysis under renewable uncertainties are defined, and indices
are proposed to quantify these two properties. The proposed
concepts and properties are illustrated in detail on the PJM 5-bus
system modified with three renewable plants. Finally, the Texas
synthetic 2000-bus system with 70% renewable penetration is
employed to demonstrate the proposed theory of systemic risk
models.

In our vision, the proposed new concepts of financial re-
silience and financial reliability based on financial contagion in
systemic risk assessment opens a new direction of modeling the
financial interconnections among different players in electricity
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markets. There are a number of areas of future works which are
elaborated as follows.
� The impacts of various financial products on the potential

systemic risk can be investigated, and a systemic-risk-
averse market-clearing structure is necessary.

� The ultimate goal of our work on regulating systemic risk
is to fairly divide the responsibility of participants with
uncertainties that may drive high LMPs. This fair division
can be investigated in the future.

� Financial resilience and financial reliability may pro-
vide input signals to other financial instruments such as
FTRs and show how severe the potential financial impacts
(losses) to different entities can be. Thus, they provide
guidelines for decision makers to choose proper FTR pro-
tection.

� Another challenge to address is to develop a generalized
approach to define extreme events or to find thresholds of
financial resilience and financial reliability in a specific
system.

� The discussion in this work focuses on the forecast errors
while future works can be expanded to model spatial and
temporal correlations of uncertain events, as well as many
natural disasters or extreme weather events.

� Implication of the most recent Texas 2021 Blackout is that
one of the reasons goes to the Texas energy-only market
mechanism, which may not properly incentivize the gener-
ations to provide a reliable system operation. Essentially,
the proposed systemic risk framework may help the mar-
ket operator identify risk interconnection among different
participants and make appropriate decisions considering
responsibility allocations under extreme events, instead of
relying on the price spikes.
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